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Transcription regulationnergetically unfavorable DNA structure that could form mostly under certain
physiological conditions and was known to be involved in a number of cellular activities such as transcription
regulation. We have compared the distributions and functions of Z-DNA in the genomes of Arabidopsis and
rice, and observed that Z-DNA occurs in rice at least 9 times more often than in Arabidopsis; similar
observations hold for other monocots and dicots. In addition, Z-DNA is signiﬁcantly enriched in the coding
regions of Arabidopsis, and in the high-GC-content regions of rice. Based on our analyses, we speculate that Z-
DNA may play a role in regulating the expression of transcription factors, inhibitors, translation repressors,
succinate dehydrogenases and glutathione-disulﬁde reductases in Arabidopsis, and it may affect the
expression of vesicle and nucleosome genes and genes involved in alcohol transporter activity, stem cell
maintenance, meristem development and reproductive structure development in rice.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
The atomic-resolution structure of a left-handed Z-DNA was
observed for the ﬁrst time in 1979 [1]. Z-DNA conformation is favored
in DNA regions with speciﬁc features, e.g. purine–pyrimidine alter-
nation [2]. The actual formation of Z-DNA in vivo can take place only
under certain physiological conditions [3], and it can be stabilized by
negative super-coiling [4] and Z-DNA binding proteins [5]. Z-DNAwas
extensively studied in the past thirty years [6], including its
distributions, biological functions and binding proteins [3,7,8]. A
nonrandom distribution of Z-DNA regions was observed across the
human genome [9,10]. It was typically observed in the neighboring
regions of protein-encoding genes, often near their transcription start
sites (TSS) [9,10]. It has been reported that transcription could induce
the formation of Z-DNA [11], and Z-DNA could play a role in
transcriptional regulation [4,5,9,10,12–17]. For example, Z-DNA was
found to regulate the transcription of the gastric H,K-ATPaseβ-subunit
gene in Rat [14]. Besides, Z-DNA could induce large-scale deletions as
well as rearrangements in mammalian genomes through repair-
independent DNA strand breakages [18]. The polymorphism of Z-DNA
sequences in the promoter regions of some human genes can lead
directly to disease susceptibility [19–21]. Z-DNA was also found to
contribute to metalion-induced carcinogenesis [22,23].ding, 120 Green Street, Athens,
, xyn@bmb.uga.edu (Y. Xu).
l rights reserved.Previous studies on Z-DNA have been carried out on various phyla,
ranging from prokaryotes to eukaryotes, but very little is known about
the distributions and functions of Z-DNA in terrestrial plants [24–26].
For example, a potential Z-DNA regionwas found to be an essential cis
regulatory element [24] and several Z-DNA forming regions were
chemically detected in the promoter regions of Adh1 gene in maize
[26] and in the nuclear DNA of wheat and radish [25]. It would be
interesting to conduct a large scale study about the common as well as
species-speciﬁc features of Z-DNA in the sequenced plant genomes
such as Arabidopsis and rice. The ﬂowering plant Arabidopsis is one of
the best characterized model organisms for dicot, while rice is an
excellent monocot model. The availability of the whole genomes of
Arabidopsis [27] and rice [28] provides us an opportunity to conduct
a comparative analysis of Z-DNA in the genomes of these two plants.
We have predicted potential Z-DNA regions (abbreviated as ZDRs)
in the genomes of Arabidopsis and rice using program ZHUNT [29,30]
(see Materials and methods), and studied the common and species-
speciﬁc features of their distributions and possible functions. We
found that the occurrence frequency of ZDRs in rice is at least 9 times
higher than that in Arabidopsis. The distribution of ZDRs is highly
correlated with that of genes in Arabidopsis, while it has a strong
correlation with the distribution of the GC content in rice. Further-
more, we observed that ZDRs are often located around the transcrip-
tion start sites (TSS) and generally avoid the 3′ termini of genes in both
Arabidopsis and rice. We speculate that Z-DNA may affect the
expression of transcription factors, inhibitors, translation repressors,
and some enzymes in Arabidopsis, and it may play a role in regulation
of genes involved in alcohol transporter activity, some developmental
Table 1
Occurrence of ZDRs in the Arabidopsis genome and rice genome
Sequence type No. No. of bps No. of
SAZ
% of
SAZ
No. of
ZDRs
Expected no.
of ZDRsa
Arabidopsis genome: – 119,186,497 – – 7224 170,266
Genes[total] 31,128 – 8139 26.15% –
Protein-coding genes 30,359 – 7970 26.25% –
RNA genes 769 – 169 21.98% –
IN PG:
Genes 26,541 – 7100 26.75% –
Pseudo genes 3818 – 870 22.79% –
Rice genome: – 372,077,801 – – 215,927 531,539
Genes[total] 57,283 – 49,715 86.79% –
Protein-coding genes 56,563 – 49,293 87.15% –
RNA genes 720 – 422 58.61% –
Abbreviations: PG, protein-coding genes; CG, cDNA supported genes; UG, predicted
genes without cDNA evidences; No., Number; SAZ., sequences associated with ZDRs.
a Expected number of ZDRs was calculated by dividing the length of that sequence by
the ‘Z-Score’ (700 bps).
Fig. 1. Distributions of ZDRs around the TSS and 3‘ terminus of genes. (a) The
distribution for all annotated genes in Arabidopsis. (b) The distribution for all
384 C. Zhou et al. / Genomics 93 (2009) 383–391stages in rice. These diversiﬁed distributions and functional associa-
tions of ZDRs may reﬂect the inﬂuence of different living environ-
ments and natural selection power on the genomes of Arabidopsis and
rice after their divergence.
Results
ZDRs in the genomes of Arabidopsis and rice
We have identiﬁed 7224 ZDRs in Arabidopsis genome, representing
one ZDR per 16,499 bps, and 215,927 ZDRs in rice, representing one Z-
DNA per 1723 bps (Table 1). Thus the occurrence of ZDRs is 9 times
more frequent in rice than in Arabidopsis. Similar ratios are observed
in other monocots (maize, wheat and sorghum) versus dicots (potato,
poplar and grape). Speciﬁcally, on average, one ZDR occurs in every
2169 bps in maize, every 2295 bps in wheat and every 2570 bps in
sorghum, which compare to one ZDR every 23,644 bps in potato, every
10,689 bps in poplar, and every 17,150 bps in grape (Supplemental
Table1). So in general the occurrence of ZDRs is close to one order of
magnitude more frequent in monocot plants than that in dicot plants.
This sharp difference in the occurrences of ZDRs might be an inherent
trait of the divergence of the monocots and dicots.
Z-DNA was suggested to play a role in transcription regulation of
genes [4,9,10,24]. In this study, we deﬁne that a gene is associatedwith
a ZDR (and vice verse) if the ZDR locates within 3,000 bps upstream of
the TSS or downstream of the 3′ end of the genes. We found that
∼89.92% of ZDRs in Arabidopsis are associated with genes, whereas
only 48.12% of ZDRs have such association in rice. Similarly, 70% of
ZDRs in poplar and 81.96% of ZDRs in grape are associated with genes,
and only 27.06% of ZDRs in maize and 43.46% of ZDRs in sorghum are
associated with genes (Supplemental Table 8). In contrast, 86.79% of
rice genes are associated with ZDRs, while this number reduces to
26.15% in Arabidopsis (Table 1). Similarly, nearly 79.42% of annotated
maize genes and 86.54% of sorghum genes are associated with ZDRs,
while 36.61% of poplar genes and 38.05% of grape genes are associated
with ZDRs (Supplemental Table 8)1. All this suggests that Z-DNA may
play a role in transcription regulation of most genes in monocots
(especially rice), and in contrast this is probably not the case in dicots
(especially Arabidopsis).
The percentage of protein-coding genes (PGs) associated with
ZDRs is higher than that of RNA genes (RGs) in both plants (Table 1),
where PGs and RGs of both plants were determined by their genome
annotations in public databases (see Materials and methods).
Speciﬁcally, 87.15% of PGs and 58.61% of RGs are associated with1 Because only small percentages of genes in wheat and potato are annotated, our
estimated percentages of association may not be very reliable. Hence we did not
include these numbers for potato and wheat.ZDRs in rice, and 26.25% of PGs and 21.98% of RGs are associated with
ZDRs in Arabidopsis. While this observed discrepancy may need to be
takenwith a grain of salt knowing the incomplete as well as inaccurate
nature of the current annotation of RNA genes [31], the large
discrepancy between the two groups may suggest that different
transcription regulation mechanisms are used for PGs and RGs.
We also observed that the percentage of functional genes
associated with ZDRs is higher than that of pseudo genes in Arabi-
dopsis (Table 1), which might be due to that ZDRs associated with
pseudo genes received no selection pressure and have accumulated
many mutations to be recognizable [5,16,17].
ZDRs tend to ﬂank gene termini in Arabidopsis and rice
ZDRs are found to accumulate around the TSS of genes in both
Arabidopsis and rice (Fig. 1). The peak of the density curve of ZDRs
centers approximately at ∼200 bps upstream of the TSS of Arabidopsis
genes, whereas the number of ZDRs in rice has the highest count at
∼200 bps downstream of the TSS among the ZDRs around the TSS of
rice genes. This observation is consistent with the previous observa-
tions in human genome [9,10]. Thus, ZDRs correlate with the
annotated TSSs of plant genes.
Furthermore, we have examined the correlation between the
distribution of ZDRs and GC content within ±1000 bps of the TSS in
Arabidopsis and rice, as the majority of ZDRs are within the regionsannotated genes in rice. In (a) and (b), the line marked with circles represents the
distribution of ZDRs around the TSS. The line marked with squares stands for the
distribution of ZDRs around the 3'-end. The number of ZDRs is summed in 200 bps
increments, starting 3000 bps upstream and extending 4000 bps downstream of both
the TSS and 3′ end of genes.
Table 2
Correlation coefﬁcients and corresponding P-values for Arabidopsis and rice
Chromosome (Genes, ZDRs) (Genes, GC content) (ZDRs, GC content)
(a) Arabidopsis
Chromosome 1 R 0.4335 0.1283 0.2068
P 6.6227e−006 0.2035 0.0390
Chromosome 2 R 0.1890 0.2143 0.2312
P 0.0596 0.0323 0.0206
Chromosome 3 R 0.2912 0.2168 0.0599
P 0.0033 0.0303 0.5536
Chromosome 4 R 0.3714 0.0839 −0.0018
P 0.00014211 0.4068 0.9862
Chromosome 5 R 0.4187 0.1958 0.2380
P 1.4591e−005 0.0509 0.0171
(b) Rice
Chromosome 1 R 0.0552 0.3191 0.6090
P 0.5855 0.0012 1.7852e−011
Chromosome 2 R −0.0602 0.2515 0.6911
P 0.5521 0.0116 1.7583e−015
Chromosome 3 R 0.1113 0.3990 0.4853
P 0.2703 3.9289e−005 3.1063e−007
Chromosome 4 R 0.2249 0.3433 0.4931
P 0.0245 4.7052e−004 1.8682e−007
Chromosome 5 R 0.1695 0.2215 0.6377
P 0.0918 0.0268 9.6456e−013
Chromosome 6 R 0.1918 0.3994 0.4442
P 0.0560 3.8489e−005 3.6744e−006
Chromosome 7 R −0.1312 0.3502 0.3545
P 0.1933 3.5524e−004 2.9653e−004
Chromosome 8 R 0.0781 0.3414 0.5086
P 0.4400 5.0928e−004 6.5623e−008
Chromosome 9 R 0.0252 0.2273 0.5330
P 0.8038 0.0230 1.1417e−008
Chromosome 10 R 0.3167 0.4411 0.5936
P 0.0013 4.3711e−006 7.5558e−011
Chromosome 11 R 0.1732 0.3853 0.4425
P 0.0848 7.5494e−005 4.0221e−006
Chromosome 12 R −0.0309 0.3978 0.4173
P 0.7601 4.1618e−005 1.5623e−005
This table lists the Pearson's correlation coefﬁcients and the corresponding P-values for
the correlation between the distributions of genes, ZDRs and GC content across each
chromosome of Arabidopsis (a) and of rice (b). R is the Pearson's correlation coefﬁcient
and P is the corresponding P-value of Pearson's linear correlation. The P-values less
than 0.05 are in bold.
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between them is −0.2551 (P-value=0.4489), indicating that the
distribution of ZDRs exhibits weak negative correlation with GC
content around TSS, indicating that this density distribution of ZDRs
around the TSS of Arabidopsis genes does not follow the distribution of
GC content. However, in rice, R is 0.8792 (P-value=3.636e−4),
indicating that the density distribution of ZDRs is highly correlated
with that of the GC content.
In contrast, ZDRs tend to avoid occurring at the 3′ termini of genes
in both Arabidopsis and rice (Fig. 1), though it is not very prominent for
the dips in the density distribution of ZDRs near 3′ end of genes. The
number of ZDRs reaches the lowest value around 3′ termini of genes.
Similarly, ZDRswere also found to be suppressed at the 3′ end of genes
in the E. coli genome [9]. All this suggests that the Z-DNA structure
may not be required for transcription termination. From the functional
perspective, RNA polymerase could generate positive super-coiling
ahead of it during transcription, and hence the 3′ ends of genes are in
the state of positive super-coiling during this process, which does not
favor B-conformation DNA to be transformed into the Z-form. Even
when the Z-DNA structure is formed around 3′ termini of genes, this
structure may affect the RNA polymerase normally moving towards
the 3′ end of genes to terminate the transcription process. Therefore,
the potential Z-DNA forming sequences are possibly not conserved
around the 3′ end of genes due to the natural selection for survival by
not disrupting the normal transcription during evolution [32]. Besides,
we have studied the correlation between the distributions of ZDRs
and GC content within ±1000 bps of the 3′ end of genes in both
Arabidopsis and rice. In both plants, the Pearson correlation
coefﬁcients are large with signiﬁcant P-values (R=0.6463 with
P-value=0.0317 in Arabidopsis and R=0.7334 with P-value=0.0102
in rice). This indicates that the depression of ZDRs around 3′ end
of genes is connected with the relatively low GC content in the
3′ end of genes in both Arabidopsis and rice.
Distribution of ZDRs is correlated with distribution of genes
in Arabidopsis
Weused the Pearson's correlation test [33] to evaluatewhether the
density distribution of ZDRs is correlated with the density distribution
of genes in a chromosome of Arabidopsis or rice. Here, the null
hypothesis of the Pearson test is that there is no correlation between
these two distributions [33]. To compute the density distribution of
ZDRs and the density distribution of genes, we ﬁrst partitioned each
target chromosome into 100 equal-sized contiguous segments, and
counted the number of ZDRs and the number of genes within each
segment. Then the distribution of ZDRs and the distribution of genes
across a chromosome were treated as an array of 100 dimensions,
respectively. When the P-value of the test is ≤0.05, we reject the null
hypothesis and consider that these two distributions are statistically
signiﬁcantly correlated with each other [34].
The correlation test supports that there is a strong correlation
between the density distribution of ZDRs and the density distribution
of genes (Table 2, Fig. 2 and Supplemental Figure 1). The P-values are
b0.01 in all chromosomes of Arabidopsis, except for chromosome 2, for
which, the P-value is 0.0596, a little higher than the threshold 0.05.
Hence, the two distributions are considered as essentially correlated
across all Arabidopsis chromosomes. We also observed that 89.92%
of ZDRs are enriched within the promoter regions or genes in
Arabidopsis. Thus, the density distribution of ZDRs across the
Arabidopsis genomehighly resembles the density distribution of genes.
Furthermore, we studied the correlation for two independent
classes of ZDRs (GC-rich and non-GC-rich). GC-rich ZDRs are most
likely alternating GC-type Z-DNA forming sequences while non-GC-
rich ZDRs are similar to the alternating CA/TG-type or AT-type Z-DNA
regions [25]. Here, we call a ZDR as GC-rich if its GC composition is
higher than the composition of other types of di-nucleotides of thisZDR, otherwise as non-GC-rich. Among the 7,224 ZDRs in Arabidopsis,
2,917 ZDRs (40.38%) are GC-rich and the remaining ZDRs (59.62%) are
non-GC-rich. The correlation test suggests that the density distribu-
tion of the non-GC-rich ZDRs and that of genes signiﬁcantly correlate
with each other along each chromosome of Arabidopsis (Supplemental
Table 7). As for GC-rich ZDRs, the correlation test indicates that the
distribution of GC-rich ZDRs and the density distribution of genes
have signiﬁcant correlation in chromosomes 1, 3 and 5 of Arabidopsis
(Supplemental Table 7). Therefore, the density distributions of genes
are signiﬁcantly correlated with those of both types of ZDRs in
chromosomes 1, 3 and 5, and with those of the non-GC-rich ZDRs in
chromosomes 2 and 4, respectively.
The density distributions of ZDRs are signiﬁcantly correlated with
those of genes in only two out of the 12 rice chromosomes, i.e. 4 and
10, with their P-values ≤0.05. Similar features only hold for the GC-
rich and the non-GC-rich ZDRs in the chromosomes 4 and 5, and for
the GC-rich ZDRs in the chromosome 10 of rice, as shown in
Supplementary Table 7.
Distribution of ZDRs is correlated with distribution of GC content in rice
The correlation between the density distributions of ZDRs and the
GC content is different from the correlation between the density
distribution of ZDRs and that of genes in both plants.
In rice, the P-values of the Pearson test for the correlation between
the density distribution of ZDRs and the distribution of GC content are
386 C. Zhou et al. / Genomics 93 (2009) 383–391signiﬁcant for all chromosomes, which are no more than 0.001 for all
the twelve chromosomes of rice (Table 2(b), Fig. 2, Supplemental
Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 3). Overall, the P-values of
correlation test in rice chromosomes are much smaller than those in
Arabidopsis chromosomes which are all larger than 0.01.
Furthermore, we found that the P-values for GC-rich ZDRs are even
smaller than the P-values for all ZDRs, with regards to the Pearson
correlation test for the correlation between the density distribution of
ZDRs and that of GC content in each chromosome of rice (Supple-
mental Table 7). For example, the P-value for all ZDRs is 1.79e−11
while the P-value for GC-rich ZDRs is 7.37e−14. Whereas the P-values
for the correlation between the distribution of non-GC-rich ZDRs and
that of GC content are relatively large and the correlation coefﬁcients
between them are negative in chromosomes 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12 of
rice. These imply that the signiﬁcant correlations between the density
distribution of ZDRs and that of GC content are mainly caused by GC-
rich ZDRs in all chromosomes of rice, and that the non-GC-rich ZDRs
may be very rare in high-GC-regions. These ﬁndings are consistent
with the characteristic of non-GC-rich ZDRs, which are more likely
alternating CA/TG-type or AT-type Z-DNA sequences.
The correlation analysis in Arabidopsis shows that the density
distributions of ZDRs are signiﬁcantly correlated with the distribu-
tions of GC content in chromosomes 1, 2 and 5, whereas the signiﬁcant
correlations in chromosomes 2 and 5 are only contributed by GC-type
ZDRs (see Table 2 and Supplemental Table 7).
Onemay argue that the non random density distribution of ZDRs is
the direct consequence of GC content in rice. However, it might be
reasonable to accept the opposite point that the occurrence of ZDRs
across the rice genome may help to shape the distribution of GC
content but not the other way around. This is based on the following
reasons. Firstly, the left-handed Z-DNA is a functional DNA element.
We know that Z-DNA may be involved in transcription regulation of
gene expressions and Z-DNA is thought to play a role in several
important biological processes, such as DNA processing and genetic
instability [3,18]. In contrast, the GC content is just a physical measure
of the nucleotide composition of the genome. Secondly, DNA
segments with alternating CG sequences are the most favorite regions
for forming Z-DNA [35]. Thirdly, the natural selection of evolution
prefers conserving the functional DNA elements, such as Z-DNA.
Correlation between distributions of ZDRs, genes and GC content in
monocots and dicots
We have observed that the density distribution of ZDRs is
signiﬁcantly correlated with that of genes in Arabidopsis, but only
correlated with that of GC content in rice. To answer the question of
whether this difference inArabidopsis and rice is consistent across dicots
and monocots, or species dependent, we calculated the correlations
between these distributions in three othermonocots (maize, wheat and
sorghum) and three additional dicots (potato, poplar and grape).
The density distribution of ZDRs and that of genes are not
statistically signiﬁcantly correlated with each other in two monocots,
rice and maize, but there exists a signiﬁcant correlation in another
monocot, sorghum.2 Among 165 out of 448maize BAC sequences with
gene annotations, there is no statistically signiﬁcant correlation
between the density distribution of ZDRs and that of genes in 155
maize BAC sequences (Supplemental Table 9). However, to our
surprise, the density distribution of ZDRs and that of genes have
signiﬁcant correlations along all the ten chromosomes in sorghum
with small P-values (less than 1e−20, see Supplemental Table 11). In
dicots, the correlation between the distribution of ZDRs and that of
genes is not consistent across different chromosomes or BACs in2 We didn’t inspect this correlation in wheat BAC sequences since genes annotated
in 57 wheat BACs are so few (331 genes, see Supplemental Table 8) that it's
meaningless to do any correlation work for the distribution of this small gene pool.potato, poplar and grape. The two distributions have signiﬁcant
correlations in six out of 36 potato BAC sequences (Supplemental Table
12), in nine out of 19 poplar chromosomes (Supplemental Table 13),
and in eight out of 19 chromosomes in grape (Supplemental Table 14).
Therefore, it is likely to be species dependent for the close correlation
between the distribution of ZDRs and that of genes in dicots.
About correlations between the density distribution of ZDRs and
that of GC content, we found that three out of four monocots (rice,
maize and wheat) have signiﬁcant correlations, which do not exist in
most of the chromosomes of sorghum. These two distributions have
signiﬁcant correlation in 162 out of 165 maize BAC sequences
(Supplemental Table 9), in 50 out of 56 wheat BACs (Supplemental
Table 10) and in four out of ten sorghum chromosomes (Supplemental
Table 11). In dicots, it varies across different BAC sequences of potato,
and chromosomes of poplar and these of grape. We found that it does
not exist in most of potato BAC sequences (33 BACs) (Supplemental
Table 12). We also found that this correlation exists in seven out of 19
poplar chromosomes (Supplemental Table 13) and in eight out of 19
grape chromosomes.
Therefore, the correlation between the distribution of ZDRs, that of
genes and that of GC content is almost consistent among some
monocots (rice, maize and wheat), but the correlation in sorghum is
similar with that in Arabidopsis. Unlike the situation in Arabidopsis,
the correlation is not so consistent across the different chromosomes
or BACs in the other three dicots, but it is more chromosome or BAC
dependent.
ZDRs do not follow the occurrence of repetitive elements in both
Arabidopsis and rice
A large proportion of higher plant genomes are composed of
repetitive sequences [36,37] and Z-DNA structure prefers simple
alternative purine and pyrimidine sequences, especially poly(GC) and
poly(CA/TG) [2]. We have studied the relationship between ZDRs and
repetitive elements in both Arabidopsis and rice.
Using the RepeatMasker program, we have identiﬁed a total of
17,620 repetitive elements in Arabidopsis, i.e. one repetitive element
per 6764 bps on average, and 391,683 repetitive elements in rice, i.e.
one repetitive element per 949 bps on average (Supplemental Table
15). Hence, repetitive elements occur 7 times more frequently in rice
than in Arabidopsis. However, repetitive elements are not the cause of
the 9-fold difference in the occurrence frequency of ZDRs between
Arabidopsis and rice, according to our following analyses.
∼0.94% of repetitive elements contain ZDRs or overlap with ZDRs
over the entire genome of Arabidopsis (Supplemental Table 15).We call
a repetitive element and a ZDR as associated with each other if the
repetitive element contains or overlaps with the ZDR. We found that
there is no signiﬁcant difference among different chromosomes of
Arabidopsis for the percentage of repetitive elements associated with
ZDRs. Though there are much more repetitive elements in rice, only a
small fraction of the rice repetitive elements (∼11.98%) are associated
with ZDRs (Supplemental Table 15), at most 10% of the repetitive
elements in rice (Supplemental Table 15). On the other hand, 2.34% of
ZDRs locate within or overlap with repetitive elements in Arabidopsis
and this number increases to 31.75% in rice (Supplemental Table 15).
Therefore, ZDRs are more commonly found in (or overlapped with)
repetitive elements in rice than in Arabidopsis, but the difference in the
occurrence of ZDRs between Arabidopsis and rice is not the conse-
quence of the presence of repetitive elements in these two genomes.
We have calculated the correlation between the density distribu-
tion of ZDRs and that of repetitive elements in both Arabidopsis and
rice by Pearson correlation test. The correlation test shows that the
density distribution of ZDRs is negatively correlated with that of
repetitive elements along each chromosome of Arabidopsis with P-
value b0.05, whereas these two distributions have no statistically
signiﬁcant correlation in most of the rice chromosomes, except for
Fig. 2. Distributions of genes, Z-DNA regions and GC content. The distributions of genes, Z-DNA regions and GC content are along the chromosome 1 of Arabidopsis (a) and of rice (b).
Each of them is summed over using 1% increment of the chromosomal sequence. Refer to Supplemental Figure 1–3 for other chromosomes.
387C. Zhou et al. / Genomics 93 (2009) 383–391high negative correlations in chromosomes 3 and 4 and positive
correlation in chromosome 7 (see Supplemental Table 16). Overall,
ZDRs seem to avoid occurring around the repetitive elements in Ara-
bidopsis, whereas they are not correlated with repetitive elements in
most of the rice chromosomes.
Genes enriched with ZDRs in Arabidopsis and rice
Z-DNA is known to be involved in transcription regulation of genes
[4,5,9,10,12,13,15–17], such as acting as a cis regulatory element in the
promoter regions of rat nucleolin gene [16] and human CSF-1 gene [5].
However, ZDRs may not be available for all genes in Arabidopsis and
rice. Naturally, we ask whether Z-DNA prefers to affect the expressionof genes of certain functional categories. To address this question, we
have studied the functional categories of genes that are signiﬁcantly
enriched with ZDRs by computing the P-value of the enrichment (see
the Method for details), enrichment value, percentage of genes
associated with ZDRs for each GO functional category. We found
that 49 categories in Arabidopsis and 37 categories in rice out of 604
functional categories on the third level of GO functional categories
were enriched in ZDR associated genes (called ZDR enriched functional
categories), using 0.05 as the threshold of P-value (Table 3 and
Supplemental Table 2–6).
Our enrichment analysis for molecular function and biological
processes shows that some functional categories closely related to
transcription and translation regulation are signiﬁcantly enriched in
Table 3
GO functional categories in the third level with conspicuously associated with ZDRs in Arabidopsis and rice, respectively
GO term GO id Total no. of genes wZ No. of genes wZ Enrichmenta Percentage P-value
(a) Arabidopsis
Transcription factor activity [F] GO:0003700 2068 698 1.2907 0.3375 1.13e−14
Nucleic acid binding [F] GO:0003676 3962 1204 1.1621 0.3039 1.27E−09
ATPase activity, coupled to movement of substances [F] GO:0043492 191 80 1.6017 0.4188 1.70E−06
Hydrolase activity [F] GO:0016787 3168 933 1.1262 0.2945 1.61e−05
Carrier activity [F] GO:0005386 611 205 1.283 0.3355 2.96e−05
Regulation of cellular process [P] GO:0050794 2064 669 1.2395 0.3241 1.42e−10
Regulation of physiological process [P] GO:0050791 2096 676 1.2333 0.3225 2.91e−10
Cellular physiological process[P] GO:0050875 9448 2733 1.1062 0.2893 6.57e−10
Response to endogenous stimulus [P] GO:0009719 845 289 1.3079 0.342 1.35e−07
Response to abiotic stimulus [P] GO:0009628 1342 436 1.2424 0.3249 1.39e−07
Membrane-bound organelle [C] GO:0043227 9588 2750 1.0968 0.2868 1.23e−08
Intracellular organelle [C] GO:0043229 9881 2818 1.0906 0.2852 5.78e−08
Succinate dehydrogenase complex [C] GO:0045281 8 6 2.8681 0.75 0.005399
Microtubule associated complex[C] GO:0005875 69 27 1.4964 0.3913 0.012467
Organelle envelope [C] GO:0031967 61 23 1.4419 0.377 0.03149
(b) Rice
Protein binding [F] GO:0005515 2540 2255 1.0229 0.8878 0.0013914
Carbohydrate transporter activity [F] GO:0015144 168 158 1.0836 0.9405 0.00188485
Transcriptional activator activity [F] GO:0016563 214 199 1.0714 0.9300 0.00289987
Isomerase activity [F] GO:0016853 212 197 1.0707 0.9292 0.00335456
Organic acid transporter activity [F] GO:0005342 112 106 1.0905 0.9464 0.0057791
Post-embryonic development [P] GO:0009791 432 398 1.0615 0.9213 0.000328371
Cell growth [P] GO:0016049 460 421 1.0545 0.9152 0.00102582
Regulation of growth [P] GO:0040008 65 63 1.1168 0.9692 0.00591525
Regulation of development [P] GO:0050793 250 230 1.0600 0.92 0.00682559
Organismal physiological process [P] GO:0050874 272 249 1.0548 0.9154 0.00986242
Ribonucleoprotein complex [C] GO:0030529 266 248 1.0742 0.9323 0.000582253
Vesicle [C] GO:0031982 40 40 1.1522 1 0.0034577
Organelle envelope [C] GO:0031967 116 110 1.0926 0.9483 0.00400034
Non-membrane-bound organelle [C] GO:0043228 529 474 1.0324 0.8960 0.0294311
Nucleosomes [C] GO:0000786 24 24 1.1522 1 0.0333636
This table lists the top ﬁve GO terms in which genes classiﬁed are conspicuously associated with ZDRs (P-value ≤0.05). They are sorted by their P-values. p0=0.2615 for Arabidopsis
and p0=0.8679 for rice were taken in the calculation of P-values. They are the percentage of entries of genes associated with ZDRs among all entries of GO annotation. (a) For
Arabidopsis; (b) For rice. [P], [F] and [C] indicate this GO term belongs to the “biological process”, “molecular function” and “cellular component” aspects, respectively. The GO term in
italic indicates that it has a smallest P-value or a largest enrichment value among all GO terms in the third level. The GO terms in bold represent all genes classiﬁed into their
categories are associated with ZDRs. (Refer to Supplemental Table 2 and 3 for all GO functional categories of genes with their P-values ≤0.05).
Abbreviations: No., Number; wZ, associated with ZDRs.
a Here, enrichment means the ratio of the percentage of genes associated with ZDRs classiﬁed into a certain functional category over the percentage of all genes associated with
ZDRs (e.g. p0).
388 C. Zhou et al. / Genomics 93 (2009) 383–391ZDR associated genes (Supplemental Table 17). For example, binding
factors, transcription regulators, translation regulators and genes
involved in biological regulation process are highly enriched in Z-DNA
associated genes in both Arabidopsis and rice. Among these ZDR
associated binding factors, protein binding factors are common in
both plants (Supplemental Table 4), whereas nucleotide binding
factors, ion binding factors and amine binding factors are Arabidopsis
speciﬁc (Supplemental Table 5) and we did not ﬁnd any rice speciﬁc
ZDR associated binding factors (Supplemental Table 6). All the
transcription inhibitors and other transcription regulators are Arabi-
dopsis speciﬁc ZDR associated genes (Supplemental Table 5), but no
rice speciﬁc ZDR associated transcription regulators are found. Among
the translation regulators, all the translation repressors are associated
with ZDRs in Arabidopsis (P-value=0.018), while nucleic acid binding
translation factors are signiﬁcantly enriched in ZDR associated genes
in rice (Supplemental Table 5–6). Among genes related to regulation
processes, genes involved in positive regulation process are signiﬁ-
cantly enriched in ZDR associated genes in both Arabidopsis and rice.
Genes related to negative regulation, enzyme regulation, physiological
regulation and cellular regulation are Arabidopsis speciﬁc while genes
regulating plant growth, development and gene expression (epige-
netic) are enriched only in rice (Supplemental Table 5).
Our functional enrichment analysis also suggests that enzymes,
transporters and genes involved in development and in response to
certain stimuli are signiﬁcantly enriched in both Arabidopsis and rice
(Supplemental Table 17). For example, lyases are associatedwith ZDR in
both Arabidopsis and rice. Whereas transposases, oxidoreductases,transferases and hydrolases are Arabidopsis speciﬁc ZDR associated
enzymes, helicases and isomerases are rice speciﬁc enzymes associated
with ZDRs (Supplemental Table 5–6). Besides, among these ZDR
associated transporters, carriers, protein transporters and drug trans-
porters are Arabidopsis speciﬁc, while amine transporters, organic acid
transporters, carbohydrate transporters and alcohol transporters are
rice speciﬁc. Especially, all alcohol transporters are associatedwith ZDRs
in rice (Supplemental Table 6). Among the genes related to plant
development, genes involved in three developmental stages (i.e. post-
embryonic development, cell growth and aging) are signiﬁcantly
enriched in both Arabidopsis and rice. Genes involved in two develop-
mental stages (i.e. pattern speciﬁcation and embryonic development)
are Arabidopsis speciﬁc (Supplemental Table 5), whereas genes related
to four developmental stages (i.e., stem cell maintenance, meristem
stage, tissue development and reproductive structure development) are
rice speciﬁc. Except for genesmaintaining stem cells, all genes involved
in other three development stages are associated with ZDRs in rice (in
yellow background in Supplemental Table 6).
It is worthy noting that all vesicle genes and nucleosome genes are
associated with ZDRs in rice (Supplemental Table 4). This implies that
the formation of Z-DNA structures is probably related to the
transcription process of these genes in rice.
Discussion
By studying the distributions of ZDRs across the entire genomes of
Arabidopsis and rice, we have made a number of interesting
389C. Zhou et al. / Genomics 93 (2009) 383–391observations about the common and genome-speciﬁc distributions of
Z-DNAs in the two organisms. All the sharp contrasts in the
distributions of ZDRs between Arabidopsis and rice may shed light
on themolecular basis of the divergence between Arabidopsis and rice.
We also found that the correlations among the distribution of ZDRs,
that of genes and that of GC content are largely consistent amongmost
monocots except for sorghum, whereas the correlations vary across
different chromosomes or BACs in most dicots except for Arabidopsis.
They may provide clues to studying the impact of evolution on
monocots and dicots, with respect to Z-DNA, as well as potential
functions of Z-DNA in plants.
There are still some questions about Z-DNA untouched in this
study. For instance, the question of whether ZDRs coincide with the
position of nucleosomes. This work is currently undertaken. We
speculate that ZDRs occur more frequently in euchromatin than in
heterochromatin, becausemost genes accumulate in euchromatin and
genes in euchromatin are more active in transcription than others
[38]. Based on the similar idea, we suspect that housekeeping genes
aremore likely to be associatedwith ZDRs than other genes. Besides, it
would be interesting to investigate the evolution of Z-DNAs. For
instance, the question of whether or not Z-DNA structures and
functions are evolutionarily conserved among the genes in the same
gene family [10]. Because we showed that Z-DNA has biological
functions in plants, Z-DNA binding proteins should be considered and
examined regarding if they can act as cis-regulatory elements in
plants, like the way in yeast [5].
Associations between ZDRs and genes in Arabidopsis and rice
We have found that ∼89% of all the identiﬁed ZDRs are associated
with genes in Arabidopsis, whereas only 48% of ZDRs associated with
genes in rice, by ourdeﬁnition of association. For the two types of ZDRs,
91.4% of GC-rich ZDRs and 88.93% of non-GC-rich ZDRs are associated
with genes in Arabidopsis, while 48.78% of GC rich ZDRs and 45.95% of
non-GC-rich ZDRs are associated with genes in rice. That is, these two
types of ZDRs do not differ much in their associationwith genes in the
two plants. This suggests that most ZDRs in Arabidopsis and about half
in ricemay be related to the activities of genes. Taking into account the
fact that the distribution of ZDRs is signiﬁcantly correlatedwith that of
genes in all chromosomes of Arabidopsis, but only in the chromosomes
4 and 10 of rice, and that the high correlation in Arabidopsis is mainly
due to the occurrence of non-GC-rich ZDRs, we speculate that the role
of Z-DNA,mainly non-GC-rich Z-DNA forming sequences, is likely to be
connectedwith transcription regulation of genes in Arabidopsis. On the
other hand, the large number of ZDRs in rice that are not associated
with genesmakes us speculate that these Z-DNA forming sequences in
rice, most of which are GC-rich ZDRs (76.98%), may play a broader role
in other cellular processes [3].
ZDR enriched functional categories
We have identiﬁed some functional categories enriched in ZDR
associated genes in both Arabidopsis and rice as well as organism-
speciﬁc ZDR associated genes on the third level of GO functional
categories. We noted that Z-DNA may play a role in the expression of
genes involved in positive regulation process in both Arabidopsis and
rice, whereas Z-DNA may affect the transcription regulation of genes
related to negative regulation process only in Arabidopsis. This could
be inferred from the fact that all of negative transcription regulators,
translation repressors are associated with ZDRs in Arabidopsis and
genes related to negatively regulating biological process are also
enriched in ZDR associated genes (Supplemental Table 5). However,
the rice-speciﬁc ZDR associated gene functional categories reveal that
Z-DNA may be involved in translation process by affecting the
expression of translation factors, ribosome RNA and proteins and
nucleosomes genes in rice (Supplemental Table 6).All the possible roles of Z-DNA in transcription regulation in Ara-
bidopsis and rice may reﬂect one aspect of functional divergence of Z-
DNA between Arabidopsis and rice. As the distinct contrast in the
occurrence of ZDRs between Arabidopsis and rice is also observed in
other dicots and monocots, we take a big step forward to speculate
that these functional divergences of Z-DNA between Arabidopsis and
rice might also exist in other dicots and monocots. This part of work
could be conducted after more whole genomes of dicot and monocot
plants are sequenced and more genes are functionally annotated.
Materials and methods
Data
We downloaded the following sequence and annotation data from
the TIGR website (http://www.tigr.org/): (1) the whole genome of
Arabidopsis thaliana (release 5.0, Jan 29, 2004); (2) the twelve
chromosomes of the rice genome (Oryza sativa L. spp. japonicacv.
Nipponbare) and the annotations of rice genes as long with its
annotation (release 4.0) (see Table 1); (3) 448 maize (Zea mays) BAC
sequences (a single text ﬁle BAC.fasta.gz) alongwith gene annotations.
Among the 448 maize BACs, 165 maize BACs have gene annotations.
The annotation of Arabidopsis genes (protein-coding genes, RNA
genes, pseudo-genes) was downloaded from TAIR database (release 6)
(http://www.arabidopsis.org/).
Thirty-eight potato BAC clone sequences along with gene annotations
were obtained from the NSF Potato Functional Genomics website (http://
www.tigr.org/tigr-scripts/tdb/potato/BAC_annotation/bac display.pl). Of
these BAC clones, thirty-four are from Solanum demissum, two from So-
lanum bulbocastanum and the other two from Solanum tuberosum.
Fifty-seven wheat (Triticum aestivum) BAC clones were from the
PlantGDB (version 154) (18 July 2006), available from TaGDB (http://
www.plantgdb.org/TaGDB/download.php). The gene annotations for
these wheat BAC sequences were downloaded from NCBI according to
their accession numbers.
The ten chromosome sequences of Sorghum bicolor (version 1.0)
along with its annotationwere downloaded from the ftp site of the JGI
S. bicolor genome project (ftp://ftp.jgi-psf.org/pub/JGI_data/Sorghum
bicolor/).
We downloaded the whole genome of black cotton wood (Populus
trichocarpa) (Assembly Release v1.0-unmask version) and annotation
v1.1 [39] from the JGI Populus website (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/
Poptr1_1/Poptr1_1.info.html).
All the nineteen chromosomes of grape (Vitis vinifera) [40] with
8.4X coverage and their annotation v1.0 (June2004) were queried
through Grape Genome Browser of Genoscope site (http://www.
genoscope.cns.fr/externe/English/Projets/Projet_ML/index.html).
The Gene Ontology (GO) [41] annotation of Arabidopsis genes was
downloaded from the GO website (http://www.geneontology.org/GO.
current.annotations.shtml) which includes 124,615 entries (version
1.991). The GO annotation of rice genes were obtained from the TIGR
V4.0 annotation. Among 57,283 rice genes, 18,584 gene loci have been
assigned to 67,978 GO annotations.
Identiﬁcation of potential Z-DNA regions
We used ZHUNT to identify genomic regions with strong potentials
to form Z-DNA in the genomes of Arabidopsis and rice, with its default
parameters and cutoff of Z-Score from the ZHUNTwebsite (http://gac-
web.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/zDNA/). A ZDR is deﬁned as a contiguous
DNA segment with Z-DNA propensity (called ‘Z-Score’ in ZHUNT) that
is greater than or equal to a predeﬁned threshold. Here, Z-Score is
deﬁned as “the number of random sequences in which one sequence
of equal or greater probability of forming Z-DNA would occur.” The
default Z-Score cutoff (minimum) for potential Z-DNA forming
sequences is 700. This was determined to be a reasonable minimum
390 C. Zhou et al. / Genomics 93 (2009) 383–391value for a sequence to feasibly form Z-DNA according to the ZHUNT
website and this cutoff is more stringent than 500, which corresponds
to ZDRs that have been shown experimentally to form Z-DNA under
reasonable conditions [9,10,42].
Identiﬁcation of repetitive elements in Arabidopsis and rice
To identify the repetitive elements in Arabidopsis and rice, we used
the RepeatMasker program (http://www.repeatmasker.org/) with
default parameters, but replacing the underlying repeat database
with the ones from the TIGR Plant Repeat Databases [37] and not
masking low complexity DNA.
Functional enrichment analysis of ZDR associated genes
When carrying out the enrichment analysis in functional cate-
gories of genes, we computed the enrichment value and P-value to
access the statistical signiﬁcance of ZDR enrichment. Let p be the
percentage of genes associated with ZDRs in the functional category
under study, denoted as FC, and p0 be the percentage of genes
associated with ZDRs among all genes in all categories. The
enrichment value of genes associated with ZDRs in the category FC
is deﬁned as: Enrichment value=p/p0.
The P-value is calculated using formula (1), which is derived as
follows. Let N denote a random variable representing the number of
genes associated with ZDRs in the category FC. Hence, N follows the
Binomial(a, p) distribution [43], where a is the total number of genes
in the category FC. The null hypothesisH0 is that thegenes are associated
with ZDRs in the functional category FC by randomly sampling from all
genes in all categories, i.e.p=p0. The alternative hypothesis H1 is that the
genes in the category FC are overrepresented in genes associated with
ZDRs, relative to all genes in all categories, i.e. pNp0. Because the P-value
is the probability of observing the data when H0 is true,
P−value = ∑
a
k = n
a
k
 
Pk0 1−P0ð Þa−k ð1Þ
where n is the number of genes associated with ZDRs in the category
FC.
The null hypothesis could be rejected if the P-value is small
enough. Therefore, the smaller the P-value, the more signiﬁcant is a
gene functional category enriched in ZDR associated genes.
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